Your Healthy Snacking
SOLUTION
Promoting partnerships for better Health!
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and medicine be thy food” - 

Hippocrates

CONVENIENT, AFFORDABLE …and HEALTHY?
Lack of healthy eating options around the clock. You can’t always
anticipate

what

course

your

day

will

take.

Between

meetings,

appointments, various deadlines and commitments, it’s easy to find
yourself

lost

and surrounded with an abundance of unhealthy food

options. Take a look around and you will see it’s tough to find
nutritious and healthy snacks that are convenient and accessible. We
provide a healthy and convenient snacking solution.

A false perception that eating healthy is unaffordable. Sometimes
healthy

foods can come with a premium price tag, but that's not

always the case. There are many distributors that are starting to
focus

on

providing

healthier

snacking

options.

If

healthy eating
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wasn’t in your budget, our competitive pricing strategy will help you
squeeze it in. We specialize in sourcing affordable healthy snacking
options by working with multiple food distributors.

“
The more you eat, the less flavor, the less you eat, the more flavor.
-Chinese proverb

”
Accountability. Many people need a helping hand to get them into a
new routine. It can be tough doing it alone. Like anything else, food
is a choice, but when the environment doesn't provide appropriate
options, who’s really accountable? We work with your organization to
promote healthier options. Lead the Field, acknowledge health as a
priority.

JOIN US: A PARTNERSHIP FOR A
HEALTHIER CANADA
We donate a portion of our proceeds
to

the

Canadian

Breast

Cancer

Foundation as a part of the FEEL GOOD
SNACKS EVERYDAY PROGRAM. Our program
is

a

great

way

to

promote

health

awareness and empower people to start
making
When

it

health-wise
comes

to

decisions
your

today.

health,

the

best time to start making changes was
yesterday.
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OUR SERVICE COMMITMENT AND PRICING
With our remote inventory and expiry tracking system, we are able to
ensure all machines are continuously stocked with fresh products. The
machines feature attractive LED lighting and are eco-friendly with
efficient power consumption. The machines can accept cash or
debit/credit to complete transactions. We can also accommodate other
site-specific requests for payments/payment cards as necessary.
We can place up to 10 machines at a time and installation is
completely FREE of charge. In subsequent months, we will continue to
work with your organization and can install more machines based on
the demand for our services.

THE NEXT STEP
The wellness of your organization starts here, please give us a call
or send us an email to set an appointment to meet. We would love for
the opportunity to sit down and discuss things further. We look
forward to working with your organization.
Thanks,
Raman Gill
647-981-2013
pasafields.info@gmail.com
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THE PROBLEM

Source: Pietrangelo A, Carey E. 
Published Nov 2, 2015. Accessed Jan 12, 2015.

http://www.healthline.com/health/fast-food-effects-on-body.
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THE SOLUTION

PROMOTING PARTNERSHIPS FOR BETTER HEALTH

